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Abstract: With knowledge economy age’s coming, 

knowledge transfer is the significant method to make 

organization more focused, furthermore help 

authoritative advancement, which can help association 

has its own particular center fitness. In this study, the 

relationship between the variables in the guardian 

auxiliary of Taiwan-financed begins to examine the 

adequacy of information exchange from the 

correspondence channels, the level of trust, authoritative 

separation and social separation four measurements. At 

that point we extend social correspondence channels to 

expand the information, preparing, and the pertinent 

suggestions to upgrade the working of big business 

society of cutting edge endeavors. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Administration master Peter Drucker said, "The 

following social generation apparatus is learning, 

information specialists will rapidly turn into the biggest 

work gathers, and have turned into the primary power of 

riches creation. Accomplishment of each organization, or 

even survival, will progressively depend on learning of 

the execution of the work power." While Zander and 

Kogut [1-9] study demonstrated that focused weights 

among endeavors keep on encouraging ventures to 

complete mechanical development and learning exchange 

and impersonation. After 1996, the status of information 

in the economy and the undertaking gave careful 

consideration. Since learning is a corporate asset, it varies 

from the area, labor and different assets that don't have 

learning of the properties of lessening peripheral 

advantage, however the more prominent scope of shared 

information and abilities are, the more esteem can be 

reflected and upgraded. Szulanski trusts that the capacity 

to exchange best rehearses inside the undertaking is the 

key upper hand of the novel abilities inside the endeavor 

made by different organizations without essential 

circumstance which is hard to emulate. O'Dell and Gupta 

[10-12] moreover trust that if endeavors can effectively 

recognize the exchange of best practices inside the 

association. This condition demonstrates that the stream 

of information sharing will bring the association become 

geometrically. From exploration and business experience, 

both scholars and researchers uncover such a conclusion, 

the adequacy of information exchange inside the 

undertaking level, the association is to be sure a 

wellspring of upper hand. Information exchange 

associations can quickly extend the load of learning to 

improve the intensity of undertakings, to keep away from 

duplication of speculation organizations, to diminish 

advancement expenses of innovation and administration 

information, additionally to keep up an upper hand for 

contenders to mirror [4]. Information administration and 

exchange, particularly inside the venture of learning 

exchange have turned into a vital element in the 

accomplishment of business in the territory [5]. So 

amongst Taiwan and the terrain guardian organizations, 

the present assessment of information exchanging [13-

15], both the degrees of consideration for an assortment 

of various elements that influence the exchange are the 

same also, what elements impact the accomplishment of 

the exchange of the greatest constitutes the center issues 

of this study. The reason for this paper is to assimilate 

and find out about local and multinational information 

exchange hypothesis, through observational examination, 

from the point of view of the relationship between the 

guardian organization to construct a hypothetical model, 

to choose the point of the system structure to consider the 

inner authoritative level of learning exchange 

circumstances and impacts to advance some new 

thoughts and points of view for examination in the field, 

which will be useful for future exploration. 

 

2. Literature Review 
  

Learning exchange as an information economy period's 

crisp recommendation involves an inexorably vital 

position in the investigation of learning administration, 

and in light of the fact that information itself is an 

undetectable however distinctive type of target thing, the 

investigation of learning exchange will turn into a rich 

and muddled. Teece in 1977 initially proposed the 

possibility of learning exchange, however beginning 
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studies tended to concentrate on information exchange 

inside the association, and less on learning exchange 

between associations examined. Teece's 27 ventures did 

observational examination, and he found that learning 

exchange costs represented 2% - half of the aggregate 

undertaking cost ranges, so he considered that a critical 

variable in the exchange of learning was information 

exchange expenses, and this concentrate additionally 

demonstrated that information exchange expenses were 

affected by three primary elements, specifically the level 

of curiosity of the innovation exchange, the exchange of 

experience and the quantity of Wang, Q.X. what's more, 

Yang, Z. [16-18] compressed the learning exchange 

taking after equation: Knowledge exchange = Learning 

pass on + Knowledge gathering. Initially, learning 

exchange was issued by the proprietors of the 

information transmitted sign to potential beneficiaries, 

and beneficiaries of particular retention as indicated by 

its readiness also, capacity to acknowledge. Also, a 

complete exchange process should have been imparted 

and retention did was finished. Hendriks from the 

correspondence perspective of information exchange 

characterized, in his perspective, learning exchange was a 

procedure of correspondence and information exchange 

was among those with learning of the beneficiaries. 

Dixon trusted that hierarchical information exchange 

alluded to the presence of a specific part of the 

association's learning, in another part of the procedure 

inside the association or whatever other association with 

learning of hierarchical individuals through an assortment 

of apparatuses and methodology for information sharing. 

These devices incorporate the organization database, 

courses, email, video conferencing and systems 

administration, et cetera. 

 

3. Knowledge Transfer Process 
 

The principal procedure of the model is the procedure of 

socialization of inferred information that is the procedure 

of sharing encounters so as to make another feeling of 

implicit information, learning of this procedure still exists 

in the structure of implied information; Second process is 

the procedure of changing over implicit learning to 

express information, which called externalization of 

learning; Third process is a mix of information of the 

procedur[19-21].  

 

4. Findings 
 

Legitimacy of the test from the substance legitimacy, 

face legitimacy and develop legitimacy are the three parts 

of beginning. Prior to the poll information examination, 

we should look at its unwavering quality and legitimacy, 

with a specific end goal to guarantee the nature of the 

estimation. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

On the premise of the guardian organization on 

multinationals and information exchange, writing survey 

on the Taiwan owned guardian organization depended on 

interior information exchange between business 

connections and condensed class hypotheses. To begin 

with, the investigation of learning administration from 

the begin, with regards to information economy, has 

ended up the center aggressiveness of endeavors. 

Information exchange, advancement and impersonation 

will turn into an unlimited rationale power to keep up an 

upper hand, and information exchange is the truth of 

cross-fringe use for business, because of that interior 

exchange expenses are lower than outer exchanges and 

the exchange of information requires cost Penrose, and 

consequently the nearness of multinational organizations 

is agreeable to higher pay, from a full scale point of view 

that is additionally helpful for worldwide monetary mix. 

The ebb and flow is not much, but rather because of the 

constrained exact examination conditions, it is hard to 

begin. As a result of the relationship between the creator 

and the examination trade in Taiwan, territory China and 

Taiwan can get direct data for the investigation of the 

formation of ideal conditions. After concentrating on 

complexity, I found the cross-strait social similitudes, 

less obstructions to correspondence and coordinated 

effort which are helpful for the exchange and sharing of 

learning, and the formal coordination component 

analyzed to more finish combination systems of 

socialization, a completely possessed auxiliary of the 

guardian organization for higher level of trust, 

hierarchical separation, the higher the corporate society 

and cutting edge organizations for the way, which they 

work comparative necessities. 
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